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INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 2019, Realize Bradenton, in conjunction with the City of Bradenton and the Manatee Chamber of
Commerce, engaged our firm, the Community Land Use + Economics Group (CLUE Group), to conduct a retail
market analysis for downtown Bradenton and to recommend strategies for strengthening the district’s
retail/commercial composition, with particular attention on cultivating young entrepreneurial talent. We kicked
off this assignment with a visit to Bradenton in November 2019, including a public presentation on November
14th of some current trends in downtown development.
The key questions we sought to answer during this assignment included these:
o

What does the district currently offer, in terms of commercial mix? What does it lack?

o

What opportunities might exist for new businesses?

o

What new product lines, service lines, and businesses might be feasible in downtown Bradenton?

o

What barriers stand in the way of developing a more robust retail/business mix?

o

What commercial development tools currently exist, and what tools are needed?

o

Is the relationship between rent levels and retail sales in balance?

o

How do people perceive the district? How do their perceptions affect their decisions?

We concluded our market research scarcely one month before the COVID-19 pandemic began to unfold in the
US. Within just a few weeks, the pandemic had triggered countless changes in the industries that play central
roles in the economies of downtowns and neighborhood main streets – retail, restaurants, hotels, entertainment,
personal services, and professional services.
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Given these profound changes and the uncertainty of what their impact on downtown Bradenton over the next
six months or so might be, we recommended to Realize Bradenton that, rather than producing a detailed retail
market analysis report reflecting pre-pandemic conditions, we instead summarize the major findings from our
market research in a brief report, with preliminary recommendations, then continue to monitor retail, restaurant,
and service-sector trends during the summer and fall of 2020. We presented this research summary, along with
our preliminary observations and recommendations, in a May 7th webinar to a group of civic leaders and
representatives of community organizations. Realize Bradenton then polled webinar participants for their
thoughts on these recommendations, and we incorporated these into our final recommendations. In the summer
and fall, we followed emerging trends in retail, retail technology, small business financial conditions, commercial
real estate, downtown development, and other relevant topics. In the fall, we refined the report’s
recommendations, with guidance and suggestions for strengthening downtown Bradenton’s business
composition now and through the post-pandemic era.
This study was funded by the Knight Donor Advised Fund at the Manatee Community Foundation. We thank the
Fund and the Foundation, plus the many Bradenton-area business owners, property owners, public officials,
representatives of community organizations, and community members who shared their knowledge,
perspectives, and ideas with us.
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RETAIL MARKET ANALYSIS
We conducted a retail market analysis just before the pandemic began, using seven categories of research as the
foundation for identifying potential market opportunities and obstacles in downtown Bradenton:
1. Sales void analysis: Sales void analyses compare estimates of a) the amount of money people who live in a
given area currently spend, somewhere, on various retail goods and services with b) the sales volume that
businesses within that area are capturing. If there is a sales LEAKAGE in a particular store category (meaning
that businesses within the area are capturing less than people who live in that area are spending), that might
suggest that the area could possibly recapture sales in that store category. And, if there is a sales SURPLUS in
a particular category (meaning that businesses within the area are capturing more than people who live in
that area are spending), that might suggest that the market is saturated and cannot support more sales in that
category. But there are countless variables. For example, an area that has a strong sales surplus in a given
store category might have developed a strong regional reputation as a place to find products in this category
and might be able to support additional businesses or products/services in this category. And sales leakages
could be an indicator of cultural or lifestyle characteristics unique to the community (e.g., a community that
tends to dine out more than eat at home) or of unusually strong competition in a nearby community.
Some of the most significant findings from sales void analyses of Bradenton and downtown Bradenton:
§

Sales within a one-quarter mile radius of the new parking garage are relatively weak – just $39.9 million
in total and dominated by sales in four store categories (motor vehicle and parts dealers; health and
personal care stores; miscellaneous store retailers, which includes store types that do not fit into other
major retail store groups, such as office supplies, pet supplies, and gifts; and restaurants and bars).
In the first two of these store categories, almost all of the surplus can be attributed to a relatively small
handful of businesses. Downtown Bradenton is performing particularly well in the latter two store
categories: miscellaneous store retailers, and food services/drinking places. With only $0.6 million in
market demand for restaurant meals being generated by the people who live within a one-quarter mile
radius of the garage, downtown Bradenton’s restaurants are generating $6.8 million in revenues – so,
even taking market demand for restaurant meals from the district’s daytime workers into account,
downtown restaurants are clearly attracting patrons from throughout the community.
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§

While downtown Bradenton’s restaurants are, as a group, performing relatively well, there is still room for
considerable growth in this store category: the city is losing roughly $2.7 million annually in restaurant
sales, and the county is losing roughly $41.9 million.

§

There are leakages in seven major store categories within a one-quarter mile radius of the garage – but
only two of them (food and beverage stores, and general merchandise) are large enough to potentially
support a new retail business.

§

Both the City of Bradenton and Manatee County are experiencing significant retail sales leakages in
almost every store category (a $91 million leakage in Bradenton and a $549 million leakage in Manatee
County). This is particularly surprising in an area with lots of visitors, whose impact is almost always
apparent in the “gasoline stations” and “food services + drinking places” categories.

Together, these findings suggest that there should be ample opportunity for downtown Bradenton to support
new businesses and for existing businesses to expand sales – and, theoretically, in almost any major store
category – by drawing on unmet local market demand alone [See sales void analysis summaries in the
Appendix.]
2. Demographic characteristics: There are several things to highlight:
a. Is the population growing? Yes. Both Bradenton and Manatee County have experienced healthy
population growth within the last decade, as has the area within a one-quarter mile radius of the
parking garage [Table 1]. Every new household represents roughly $14,000 in new retail buying
power – so, as the area grows, so does the area’s overall spending power.
Characteristic
2010 population
2019 population
% change

¼ mile radius
404
554
16.9%

City of Bradenton
50,981
57,937
13.6%

Manatee County
323,035
397,019
22.9%

Table 1: Population change, 2010-2019 (source: ESRI)
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b. What about age, household income, and other basic demographic characteristics? Manatee County
residents are slightly older and more affluent than Bradenton residents [Table 2], are more likely to
have college or graduate/professional degrees [Table 3] and are more likely to have white-collar jobs
[Table 4]. Characteristics of the people who live within a one-quarter mile radius of the parking
garage differ significantly from the populations of both the city and county: they are older (median
age of 60.2, versus 44.7 for city residents and 48.2 for county residents), much more likely to have a
post-high school degree [Table 3], and much more likely to have a white-collar job [Table 4]. Thirtyone percent of these downtown core residents are Greatest Generation – versus 15 and 14 percent
for the city and county, respectively [Table 5].
Characteristic
Population
Median age
Average household size
Median household income
Median net worth

¼ mile radius
554
60.2
2.1
$ 48,740
$ 75,000

City of Bradenton
57,937
44.7
2.3
$ 48,111
$ 88,999

Manatee County
397,019
48.2
2.4
$ 56,680
$ 178,525

Table 2: Select demographic characteristics for the area within a one-quarter mile radius of the parking garage; the
city of Bradenton; and Manatee County (source: ESRI)

Characteristic
No high school diploma
High school graduate
Some college
Bachelor’s/Grad/Professional degree

¼ mile radius
2%
17%
30%
50%

City of Bradenton
13%
33%
28%
25%

Manatee County
10%
30%
29%
31%

¼ mile radius
6.5%
82%
6%
11%

City of Bradenton
4.4%
60%
21%
19%

Manatee County
4.2%
63%
19%
17%

Table 3: Education levels (source: ESRI)

Characteristic
Unemployment rate
White collar
Blue collar
Services
Table 4: Employment characteristics (source: ESRI)
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Characteristic
Greatest Generation (1945 or earlier)
Baby Boomer (1946-1964)
Generation X (1965-1980)
Millennial (1981-1998)
Generation Z (1999-2016)
Alpha (2017-present)

¼ mile radius
31.1%
25.1%
11.7%
20.8%
9.6%
2.0%

City of Bradenton
15.2%
23.9%
16.6%
21.2%
19.7%
3.5%

Manatee County
14.1%
27.8%
17.5%
18.7%
18.8%
3.0%

Table 5: Population percentages, by generation (source: ESRI)

3. Business mix and business clusters: There are 205 business entities, and more than 2,800 workers,
within one-quarter mile of the parking garage. Together, these businesses generated an estimated $183
million in 2019 [Table 6], making the downtown core one of the city’s major economic generators.

Industry
Agriculture, forestry, fishing
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation + public utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade (including dining)
Finance, insurance, real estate
Services
Public administration
TOTAL

Businesses
Number
% of total
3
1.5%
1
0.5%
7
3.4%
5
2.4%
7
3.4%
2
1.0%
29
14.1%
30
14.6%
73
35.6%
48
23.4%
205

Workers
Number
% of total
69
2.4%
5
0.2%
36
1.3%
333
11.8%
148
5.2%
13
0.5%
165
5.8%
133
4.7%
585
20.7%
1,335
47.3%
2,822

Sales ($000)1
$ 5,933
11,318
12,117
6,602
31,349
34,326
64,764
497
$ 183,067

Table 6: Population percentages, by generation (source: ESRI, CLUE Group, Realize Bradenton)

1

We have omitted sales estimates for categories with fewer than three businesses.
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There are two striking characteristics about downtown Bradenton’s business composition. First, there are
simply very few retail businesses. In the inventory of business entities within a one-quarter-mile radius of the
parking garage, 29 businesses, or 14.1 percent of the total, are retail – but this includes 13 restaurants.
Without restaurants, retail businesses comprise only 7.3 percent of the area’s total businesses. The norm for
a healthy mixed-use downtown is 15-17 percent. Second, there are only two significant physical clusters of
businesses: the restaurant cluster on Old Main and the small cluster of young businesses on 13th Street (the
arts-focused businesses in the Village of the Arts are also a cluster, but not within the downtown core).
4. Interviews: We conducted confidential interviews with 14 people, representing a broad range of perspective
on downtown Bradenton – municipal officials, business owners, realtors, civic organizations, and more. In
addition to providing us with tangible information about the district, the people with whom we spoke also
shared their thoughts on the district’s opportunities and the obstacles to pursuing those opportunities.
Several themes emerged:
§

There is a great need for an entity whose primary focus is to actively guide downtown business
development.

§

There is a strong desire to improve downtown Bradenton’s retail mix, particularly by adding more nonrestaurant businesses.

§

There are mixed opinions about how business-friendly the City is, with some business and property
owners finding permitting processes easy and others finding them difficult.

§

The arts – performing, visual, culinary – are transforming downtown Bradenton and can serve as a
springboard for new business development and for differentiating the community from others.

5. Public perceptions: With the assistance of Realize Bradenton, we conducted an online survey, asking
people to share their perceptions of the downtown core, Village of the Arts, and Old Manatee. More than
400 people participated. The survey was intended to generate reactions and ideas, not to be a statistically
representative sample of Bradenton residents’ impressions of the greater downtown area. The survey asked
participants to list three words that come to mind when thinking of each of these three areas. We then coded
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each participant’s responses, for each of the three areas, on a 1-3 scale, with 1 being negative and 3 being
positive. For example:
1 = “Traffic”, “Gridlock”, “Boring”
2 = “Growing”, “Run-down”, “Potential”
3 = “Exciting”, “Innovative”, “Fun”
Overall, the downtown core scored 2.31, Village of the Arts scored 2.35, and Old Manatee scored 2.02.
Downtown core
2.23
2.37
2.27
2.34
2.23

Village of the Arts
2.40
2.40
2.27
2.36
2.40

Old Manatee
2.00
1.91
2.10
2.17
2.00

Where do you work?
In downtown Bradenton
Elsewhere in Bradenton
Elsewhere in Manatee County
Outside Manatee County
I work at home
I’m a student
I’m retired
I’m unemployed
I’m disabled and not able to work

2.35
2.29
2.29
2.07
2.16
3.00
2.41
2.00
3.00

2.27
2.58
2.29
2.30
2.27
3.00
2.45
2.00
3.00

2.14
2.08
1.81
1.89
1.95
1.00
1.92
3.00
2.00

How old are you?
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44

2.35
2.10

2.43
2.22

2.08
2.02

Where do you live?
In downtown Bradenton
Elsewhere in Bradenton
Elsewhere in Manatee County
Outside Manatee County
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45-54
55-64
65-74
75 or over
Prefer not to answer

2.28
2.40
2.42
2.23
1.57

2.43
2.28
2.42
2.50
1.83

2.14
2.04
1.82
2.00
1.40

Table 7: Public survey: perceptions of the downtown core, Village of the Arts, and Old Manatee, quantifying survey
respondents’ comments (sources: CLUE Group, Realize Bradenton)

The survey also asked participants to complete the sentence, “The downtown core would be better if …”, for
each of the three districts. For the downtown core, the responses overwhelmingly focused on the need for
more shops and restaurants and for a greater variety of restaurants. Participants also frequently mentioned
problems with traffic and panhandling, and many noted the need for more housing. For Village of the Arts,
the responses focused largely on problems with inconsistent hours, parking, and street lighting. A significant
number of survey respondents said they had never visited Old Manatee. Among those respondents who
were familiar with it, comments focused primarily on the need for more shops, better parking, and a better
connection to the downtown core. Representative responses included:
For the downtown core:
o “… there were more places for 17-23 year olds to go that aren’t bars.”
o

“… there was more variety of shopping or more food options.”

o

“… there was more retail space and more than just one ‘main’ street where all the shops and restaurants
are located. Several streets would be great!”

o

“… more people lived downtown.”

o

“… there was more variety of things to do, i.e., movie theater, shops.”

o

“… music, we need music.”

o

“… there were cute shops. There are way too many bars and restaurants and not enough retail.”
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For Village of the Arts:
o “… it felt more like a physical extension of downtown.”
o

“… hours throughout were more consistent, and it was REALLY at least a weekend destination. People
leave disappointed when businesses state that they are open but are not.”

o

“… desperate need for parking without walking miles.”

o

“… better street lighting. It is too dark at night.”

o

“… there were more YOUNG people!! If this could be a haven for young artists (under 40) just starting
out, that would be amazing. Then they can link up with mentors from other generations and access great
resources like training in how to run and market your art business (love Braden River HS’s CommArts
program for this!). And expand to creatives like graphic designers, web developers, clothing makers,
micro-manufacturing, etc.”

For Old Manatee:
o “… it could be more directly connected to Riverwalk/downtown area.”
o

“… it were revitalized and given a sense of place that felt coordinated with Village of the Arts and the
Downtown Core.”

o

“… more upscale restaurants, more waterfront places – it could be like San Antonio, Texas’s Riverwalk.”

o

“… some of the older, more dilapidated buildings were tidied up a little and more friendly to pedestrians,
and better signage to the great little antique/vintage spots.”

o

“I honestly didn’t know there was anything there – I’ve driven past there but have never gone.”

6. Traffic counts: We looked at 2018 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) vehicular counts within one-half
mile of the downtown parking garage. Roughly 20,000-26,000 vehicles pass through downtown Bradenton
daily, providing a tantalizing opportunity to attract the attention of new shoppers.
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Distance
0.18
0.26
0.26
0.32
0.34
0.37

Street
Manatee Avenue West
9th Street West
6th Avenue West
Manatee Avenue West
8th Avenue West
6th Avenue West

Closest cross-street
13th St West
6th Ave West
14th Street West
5th Street West
12th Street West
6th Street West

Count
23,000
26,500
20,500
19,000
11,500
18,000

Table 8: 2018 Average Annual Daily Traffic vehicular counts (sources: ESRI, Florida Department of Transportation)

7. Property values, rents, and retail sales levels: With data provided to us by the City of Bradenton and
Realize Bradenton, we examined property values, rents, and retail sales levels in the downtown area. Given
the impact of the pandemic, property values are almost certain to soften over the next few years. But there
are two pre-pandemic findings to highlight: First, land value is (or was) accelerating faster than the value of
improvements, which might suggest the need for building rehabilitation or opportunities for new downtown
development. Second, ground-floor commercial rents are (or were) beginning to inch out of reach of both
young entrepreneurs and seasoned business owners. In order to cultivate new retail growth, the district
needs more affordable commercial space.
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OBSERVATIONS
There is enormous potential to strengthen downtown Bradenton’s retail base. The city was experiencing
significant retail sales leakage, in many major store categories, before the pandemic, and the pandemic is almost
certain to have made little change in this regard. In theory, and on paper, it should be very do-able to carve out a
piece of the retail market currently leaving the area for Sarasota, St. Petersburg, online stores, and other places
and funnel this to new businesses in downtown Bradenton. There are, however, some significant hurdles –
particularly finding appropriate space for new businesses (spaces that are affordable for young businesses,
contiguous, and that offer high visibility) and ensuring that new businesses have adequate capital reserves to
successfully weather a several-year start-up period.
The demographic characteristics of downtown Bradenton’s resident population differs significantly
from those of the overall city and county. Downtown Bradenton’s resident population is still relatively small,
but it is older and better educated, and of slightly more modest means. However, with several hundred new
downtown housing units in the pipeline and on the horizon, the demographic characteristics of the district’s
resident population is likely to shift significantly within the next few years. This suggests that there could be
emerging pockets of market opportunity for existing and/or new businesses to carry products and services of
specific interest to downtown’s residents. And, the day-to-day needs of downtown Bradenton’s residents and its
daytime workers overlap considerably, adding additional market demand for convenience-oriented goods and
services, in particular.
Downtown Bradenton is physically disjointed. Because of some unfortunate and misguided decisions several
decades ago that resulted in significant demolitions and disposition of property on significant blocks, along with
current ownership obstacles in portions of the district, downtown Bradenton has very little retail contiguity – and
retail contiguity is crucial to business health and growth. The district’s one-way streets also create obstacles,
seemingly prioritizing efficient transit above commercial activity.
The district lacks a dedicated, robust business development program. Downtowns do not become thriving
commercial centers without strong guidance, effective tools and incentives, supportive policy, or professional
management. Just as shopping malls have full-time business development staff, in addition to marketing,
maintenance, and management staff, downtown commercial districts need dedicated, professional staff to attract
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and develop new businesses, help stabilize and strengthen existing businesses, guide business placement, identify
sources of small business capital, and develop and deploy resources and incentives to support small business
development.
The district needs a bigger arsenal of business development tools and incentives. Investing in
entrepreneurial talent almost always pays big dividends for communities. This will be particularly important over
the next few years, with social distancing continuing and intermittent shutdowns taking place. Doing so will
require a bigger arsenal of tools and incentives to support and guide the district’s overall business development
strategy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
By late 2020, when we finalized this report, the COVID-19 pandemic had had a devastating impact on small
businesses throughout the US. By May 2020, almost 100,000 small businesses in the US had closed permanently.
By early December, more than 110,000 restaurants had closed permanently. Market demand for office space has
plummeted. And, with unemployment rates at the highest level since the Depression era, consumer spending is
expected to be below normal for the next two years.
In spite of these very ominous statistics, there are some promising trends emerging from the pandemic for
America’s downtowns. Public sentiment in favor of locally owned businesses is soaring. National retail chains,
particularly apparel businesses, have been losing market value for a decade, and the pandemic has accelerated
their decline, creating new opportunities for savvy entrepreneurs to fill these market voids. Independently owned
businesses have learned, with astonishing speed, how to pivot to curbside pickup and online sales. And
consumers now expect businesses to offer them multiple paths to purchase.
At the time we summarized our pre-COVID-19 research in this report, it was impossible to know how the
COVID-19 pandemic will ultimately affect downtown Bradenton or how it will affect the types of businesses that
typically gravitate to and thrive in downtown areas. But several things seem likely:
o

Business “churn” will accelerate. Although many small businesses folded during the pandemic, the
number of applications for federal employee identification numbers, a key indicator of new business starts,
are at their highest level since 2007. Several factors appear to be driving this surge in business creation, from
newly unemployed workers pursuing entrepreneurial opportunities to reorganizations by entrepreneurs
whose former businesses failed in the first few months of the pandemic. This is likely to continue through
2021. For older downtowns, like downtown Bradenton, this means that there will likely be both new
vacancies and new market opportunities in the coming year.

o

There has been a huge groundswell of support for locally owned businesses. Local and state
governments throughout the US have rallied to support locally owned businesses and to help them weather
this unprecedented crisis, and the number of ‘shop local’ campaigns are at an all-time high.
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o

Some of the inequities in small business development processes will be more apparent. For example,
small business owners who did not have a relationship with an SBA-approved lender before the pandemic
have had difficulty getting assistance from the federal COVID-19 relief programs intended for small
businesses.

o

Omnichannel retailing is becoming the norm. Before the pandemic, many brick-and-mortar businesses
were slow to develop business plans that included online sales, deliveries, co-merchandising, curbside pickup,
or other sales and distribution channels. But, in just a few weeks, tens of thousands of small downtown
businesses learned to reach customers in new ways. Customers have adapted and will expect multi-channel
shopping options going forward.

o

Commercial rents will likely remain soft for several years. As the commercial vacancy rate and the
supply of commercial space has grown, commercial rents have softened. At the same time, the number of
tenants and commercial landlords negotiating ‘percentage’ leases has increased, providing businesses with
more breathing room and landlords some assurance of rental income.

o

Young entrepreneurial talent will be crucial to economic recovery. Millennial- and Gen-Z-owned
businesses were already taking root in downtown Bradenton before the COVID-19 pandemic, generating
positive visibility for the district and attracting younger, more diverse customers. These young entrepreneurs
are digital natives with an innate understanding of the omnichannel retailing that will be crucial to successful
commerce as the nation and world adapt to social distancing.

Based on our pre-pandemic research, our ongoing research during the pandemic, and our analysis of pandemicera trends affecting small businesses and older downtowns, we recommend the following:
1. Focus particular attention on two key market development strategies: These two strategies should
guide the district’s overall business development, design, and marketing decisions, across organizations and
agencies:
o

Making downtown Bradenton a great neighborhood. When the people who live in a downtown
district love the district, it attracts attention and makes the overall district stronger. Nothing is more
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attractive to visitors (including regional residents) than a district whose residents love its businesses, its
events, its history, its traditions, its streets, its public spaces, and its personality.
o

Making downtown Bradenton a regional destination for creative industries. Realize Bradenton has
been very effective in energizing downtown Bradenton’s public spaces and engaging residents and
visitors in its activities and attractions. This arts-focused energy provides a solid foundation for a strong
group of creative-sector businesses – including retail businesses that sell unique goods and services, such
as hand-crafted and artisan apparel, furniture, home furnishings, and toys. Creative-sector businesses
also include architects, planners, engineers, restaurants, software designers, contractors, musicians, music
studios, cooking schools, and much, much more. With the arts buzz that Realize Bradenton has created,
downtown Bradenton is a logical home for businesses like these.
In the past decade, the number of small, creative industries locating in older and historic downtown
districts throughout the nation has grown almost exponentially. Creative entrepreneurs tend to
appreciate the lower costs and better quality of life that small- and midsize-cities offer, and they like the
unique spaces and eclectic business mixes that downtowns offer. A few examples:
•

White Star Manufacturing, in Austin, Texas, is a full-service clothing manufacturer that produces
prototype garments for clothing designers, as well as offering short runs and mass production.
The company’s founders recognized that an increasing number of clothing designers were
interested in bringing production back to the US – and that so many US-based garment
manufacturing businesses had closed that there was considerable new demand for this service.

•

When Fat City Cycles went out of business in 1994, about a dozen of its former employees
created a new bicycle manufacturing firm, Independent Fabrication, in downtown Somerville,
Massachusetts. The employee-owned company makes several standard bike models, but it
specializes in making custom, high-end bikes for serious amateur cyclists.

•

William Rees makes concert and Celtic harps from a storefront shop in downtown Rising Sun,
Indiana.
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•

In the late 1990s, a jockey asked a tailor friend of his to design and make a set of racing silks for
him. His racing silks were very popular, and the tailor was flooded with orders. She launched
Victory Silks, adding three staff to her shop in downtown Duncan, Oklahoma. When she retired a
few years ago, she sold the business to one of her former employees, who has now moved the
business to downtown Comanche, just a few miles away.

In some downtowns, creative industries have taken root because of a personal connection between the
entrepreneur and the community (e.g., the Viking Range Corporation, based in downtown Greenwood,
Mississippi) or because of proximity to a larger industry or collection of industries in the community (e.g.,
a vintage auto dashboard restoration company, auto window film manufacturer, and race car break
manufacturer in downtown Martinsville, Virginia, near Martinsville’s NASCAR raceway). But many have
taken root because of intentional action on the part of a community organization or municipal agency.
For example, Paducah, Kentucky’s Main Street Program, in conjunction with the City of Paducah and
other partners, has aggressively recruited artists over the past 20 years through its Paducah Artist
Relocation Program. The City revised downtown zoning to make it easy for artists to live and work in the
same space and, in partnership with a local bank, offers 100-percent fixed-rate loans to artists willing to
purchase and rehabilitate a downtown building. The City and its partners promote the artist Relocation
Program nationally on a shoestring budget, relying largely on news coverage from national and
specialized news media. Their efforts have been covered by media ranging from Governing magazine to
American Artist. Since the program was launched in 2000, more than 60 artists have moved to Paducah
from throughout the US.
2. Develop a small-area plan for downtown Bradenton that corrects the errors of the past several
decades. Bradenton’s outstanding Riverwalk is an excellent example of new development resulting from a
visionary planning initiative. Downtown Bradenton now needs a similarly visionary planning initiative,
supported by and coordinated between a wide range of community stakeholders, to repair some of the gaps
and voids in its physical fabric, to enliven the built environment, and to build strong visual and physical
connections. The resulting small-area plan should encourage infill development; activation of vacant and
underused buildings; vehicular, pedestrian, and bike transit; and connections between downtown and
surrounding neighborhoods (particularly the Village of the Arts and Old Manatee). It should set the course for
preserving downtown Bradenton’s historic buildings and other positive design characteristics and for
encouraging compatible new infill development that fills in streetscape gaps and for creating strong physical
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and visual linkages between sub-districts. Most importantly, it should be supported by solid public policy and
a robust toolkit of resources, incentives, and disincentives to help guide and encourage property and business
development. These tools might include:
o

A flexible Tax Increment Financing (TIF) fund that could be used to fill gaps in financing for desirable
new development or building rehabilitation, to acquire parcels crucial to the small-area plan’s
execution, to cover some of the costs of public improvements, and for other purposes.

o

A vacant property ordinance, to help ensure full utilization of downtown buildings and to help ensure
that vacant buildings are safe and secure.

o

A community-based equity investment fund to provide equity for infill and rehabilitation projects
highly desired by area residents.

3. Use the small storefronts attached to the parking garage as an active incubator for high-priority
retail businesses. These storefronts are downtown Bradenton’s best opportunity to create a cluster of
complementary businesses that can generate visibility and foot traffic for one another. And, because they are
owned by the City of Bradenton, they are not subject to the individual leasing decisions of separate, privatesector property owners, as is almost always the case in older downtowns. Bradenton has a very rare
opportunity to deploy a unified leasing strategy for a contiguous group of downtown storefront spaces, and
doing so could be pivotal to broadening the district’s retail mix.
We examined the relative economic costs and benefits of making these five storefronts available as a retail
incubator or accelerator, versus renting them out as conventional retail spaces. We found that, if rented as
conventional retail spaces (Scenario 1), the five storefronts could generate an estimated $8.8 million in direct
economic activity over the course of ten years. But, if used as a retail incubator or retail accelerator, with 12month leases and subsidized rent (Scenario 2), they could generate $56.9 million in direct economic activity –
a more than six-fold difference2.
2

For the sake of simplicity, we have not included indirect and induced economic impacts in this calculation (“Indirect” impacts
would include the costs of products and services procured by the retail businesses locating in the five storefronts – and, in the
second scenario, by the retail businesses spun off from the five storefronts – such as inventories, supplies, and advertising
expenses. “Induced” impacts would include the products and services purchased by employees of these businesses, such as rent
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Characteristic
Rental income
Retail sales
Property tax
State sales tax
County sales tax
Wages

Scenario 1
$ 626,000
6,396,000
384,000
64,000
1,366,000
$ 8,836,000

Scenario 2
$ 3,667,000
42,158,000
383,106
2,530,000
422,000
7,703,000
$ 56,862,000

The reason for this is simple: If used as a retail incubator, the businesses incubated there would be expected
to move into their own spaces after one year, and five new businesses would open up in the five garage
storefronts. Over the course of ten years, this would result in development of 50 businesses – not just five.
And it would result in at least 50 permanent jobs, rather than just five. This scenario would generate
significantly more in rental income for property owners; sales revenues for business owners; property tax
revenues for the City of Bradenton; and sales tax revenues for the state and for Manatee County; and would
create ten times as many jobs as simply leasing the five garage storefronts for ten years each.
Here are the key assumptions we have made:
Scenario 1 would involve renting the five garage storefronts for $16/SF3, with rent increasing by 1.25
percent annually. We have estimated that retail sales would average $175/SF and would increase annually by
one percent. We have also built in a 10 percent annual vacancy rate and a 15 percent business attrition rate
(meaning that 15 percent of the businesses might fail). We have assumed that each business would have an

or mortgage payments for their homes, groceries, gasoline, etc. These indirect and induced impacts would presumably be moreor-less proportionate to the direct economic impacts.
3

Based on current rental information obtained from a commercial realtor in Bradenton, standard asking rents are $14-20/SF.
Given that vacancy is likely to increase due to pandemic-related business failures and downsizing, we would expect that 80
percent of that might be realistic on the open market – so, rather than an upper rent target of $20/SF, $16/SF might be more
achievable.
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average of 1.1 full-time-equivalent workers, at an average salary of $15/hour, for 1820 hours/year and with
an average annual salary increase of 1.5 percent.
Scenario 2 would involve renting the five garage storefronts at the subsidized rate of $4.00/SF (which is the
equivalent of $300/month per storefront), helping minimize costs for the new businesses locating there. The
business owners would receive training, coaching, and technical assistance throughout their first year of
operation, with the goal of moving out into another downtown storefront after 12 months, paying marketrate rent. Five new businesses would then move into the garage storefronts and repeat the cycle. As in
Scenario 1, the new businesses would be expected to generate an average of $175/SF in gross sales.
In Scenario 1, the five garage storefronts would generate no property tax revenue for the City of Bradenton,
since they are not owned by a tax-paying entity. In Scenario 2, we have used a Gross Rent Multiplier of 7.0 to
estimate the value of the storefronts into which the businesses would move after their incubator year, based
on an average of $16/SF in rent.
Both scenarios incorporate the following data:
Bradenton’s commercial property tax millage
Retail sales tax rate (State of Florida)
Retail sales tax rate (Manatee County)
Leasable space in the five garage storefronts (SF)
Storefront A
Storefront B
Storefront C
Storefront D
Storefront E

14.0471
6.0%
1.0%
929
850
850
850
631

In the survey that Realize Bradenton conducted of participants in the May 7th webinar in which we presented
our preliminary findings and preliminary recommendations, this was one of the two recommendations
participants most highly supported. We encourage the City to adopt this recommendation and to assign
responsibility for leasing and managing these storefronts to an entity chosen or created to focus on
downtown business development (see Recommendation 5, below).
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4. Activate storefront windows and street-level facades to encourage movement throughout the
district. One of the key physical characteristics of successful commercial districts is contiguity – a continuous
flow of businesses along the street, encouraging people to stroll, enjoy storefront windows, and explore the
shops. Realize Bradenton has already done a considerable amount of work to enliven street-level facades to
encourage foot traffic (WalkBradenton.com, public art, etc.) – and continuing to encourage walking will be
important in helping overcome the district’s internal disconnections. Unfortunately, a number of gaps and
dead zones remain in downtown Bradenton’s streetscapes. In addition to continuing Realize Bradenton’s
work in enlivening street-level facades, we recommend that individual business and property owners –
including owners of vacant buildings and those with non-retail tenants – activate storefront window displays.
Storefront windows are one of the most visible components of a commercial district. The large windows help
to visibly extend the public space of the sidewalk into the store or office itself, making passersby feel
welcome to stop inside. Together, the storefront window displays along a commercial street subliminally
encourage people to explore the district. When a pedestrian approaches a building whose window display
has been closed in or is not visually inviting, he or she senses that this is the end of the commercial district (or
at least the end of the public portion of it). Enlivening storefront windows is therefore crucial to encouraging
movement through the district. Attractive storefront windows are crucial for all downtown businesses, but
they are particularly important in districts seeking to increase market share from downtown workers and
residents. Because they are downtown almost every day, downtown workers and residents quickly become
familiar with new window displays and eventually tune them out – so, displays need to be changed and
refreshed frequently.
Many communities have been successful in improving storefront window displays through competitions and
through partnerships with arts organizations. For example, the downtown management organization in
Hancock, Michigan organizes an annual winter storefront window competition. Participating businesses tape
brown Kraft paper inside their storefront windows while working on their window displays, keeping them
concealed until the competition begins – at which point they drop the paper. A small town in western Kansas
whose library’s collection included a large archive of historic glass slide images of prairie life printed
storefront window-sized enlargements of some of the slides onto transparent vinyl sheets, adhered them to
storefront windows, turned on the interior lights, and marketed the experience as a walk-through or drivethrough evening art gallery. And downtown and neighborhood commercial district organizations in
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communities like Boston, Evanston, and Rochester have organized amazing storefront window events
featuring visual and performing arts.
Realize Bradenton and/or arts- or technology-focused community partners might also consider creating an
interactive, geotagged tour of the district, highlighting places of historic or artistic interest and inviting entries
from the public. Several communities in North America have experimented with programs that make it
possible for people to geotag places with special significance for them, then connect the geotag to a website
or message database where information about why a particular place has significance for the person who
tagged it. For example, the (unfortunately now-defunct) Yellow Arrow Project provided participants with
code-numbered yellow arrow stickers. Participants placed the arrow stickers so that the arrow pointed
towards the significant site. They then sent a text message to a website explaining why the site is significant
to them. People who saw a yellow arrow could then go online and read the tagger’s message. [murmur], a
project launched in Toronto that is now spreading to other communities in the US as well as in the UK and
Brazil, ties recorded messages from people to geotagged locations. People who see a [murmur] sign can call
the phone number on the sign, punch in the code number on the sign, and hear the recorded message. They
can also go to [murmur]’s website, view a map of a neighborhood, and click on a [murmur] location to hear
the tagger’s recorded message.
5. Create an entity, or a function within an existing entity, dedicated to downtown business
development. All of the likely outcomes of the COVID-19 pandemic listed above underscore the crucial
need for an entity to focus exclusively on strengthening downtown Bradenton’s business mix and business
performance. We believe this is the single most important action in transforming downtown Bradenton’s
commercial base. In a few communities, this is a function of local government or a Chamber of Commerce –
but, because local government and Chambers of Commerce are responsible for the entire community, it is
politically and pragmatically difficult for them to focus exclusively on one district. In the nearly 2,000
communities with which we have worked over the past three decades, we have found that it is almost always
therefore more effective if this responsibility is given to an independent entity that can work in tandem with
the City, Chamber, and other key institutions, capitalizing on each one’s strategic advantages.
Realize Bradenton is a likely candidate for housing this entity, either by physically hosting a new entity within
its office or by broadening its mission to incorporate business development responsibilities. Realize
Bradenton’s sole focus on the greater downtown area, its track record in programming events and
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transforming public space, and its solid working relationships with City agencies and private-sector
organizations make it a logical candidate. This seems like a natural, and pragmatic, extension of Realize
Bradenton’s mission.
6. Reactivate the Municipal Auditorium as a performance space. Downtown Bradenton needs an informal
performance and gathering space. The City owns one – and it’s right on the waterfront. By combining this
opportunity with the planned activation of the space between City Hall and the new garage, the City could
help make downtown Bradenton a regional destination by reactivating the Auditorium. One participant in the
May 7th, 2020 webinar suggested that there is a need for downtown meeting space, particularly for the three
downtown hotels, and that this might be an additional use for Municipal Auditorium.
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CULTIVATING AND SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESSES
The process of attracting businesses and entrepreneurs to an older downtown district is very different from that
of attracting businesses to a shopping center or shopping mall. One of the reasons for this is that, unlike in a
shopping center or shopping mall, downtown buildings are owned by many different entities, each with its own
goals, management styles, and interests, rather than being owned or managed by a single entity. Single property
ownership or management provides shopping malls and shopping centers with the ability to tightly control which
tenants locate in which spaces, making it possible to physically cluster businesses together in ways that maximize
foot traffic and visibility. In order to create similarly synergistic business clusters downtown, individual property
owners need to collaborate with one another and agree to make leasing decisions according to a shared strategy.
Also, the national retail chains that typically locate in shopping centers and shopping malls have specific
requirements with regard to the demographic characteristics and population size of the communities in which
they locate; the size, physical configuration, and visibility of the spaces they lease; the types of other tenants
nearby; and the quality of the shopping center’s marketing activities, among other key characteristics. Shopping
mall management companies therefore maintain detailed information on all of these requirements and can easily
provide it to national retailers and retail brokers. But information like this is rarely available for older and historic
downtowns – nor do the characteristics of the physical space, shopper demographics, business mix, or marketing
activities of downtowns have the predictability that shopping malls provide. This makes it both less likely that
national retail chains will consider locating in older downtowns and also less likely that civic leaders will succeed
in attracting national chains. National chains tend to be market followers, rather than market leaders, locating in
commercial centers where a strong customer market has already been established or where there is easy access
to substantial numbers of potential customers whose demographic characteristics meet their needs.
For these reasons, and others, the businesses most likely to locate in older downtowns are those that are
independently owned. Unfortunately, independently owned small businesses are not usually on the radar screens
of commercial real estate brokers. So, recruiting and development businesses for older downtowns must usually
become the responsibility of a public or nonprofit community development organization that can work with
property owners, policy makers, and financial institutions to gradually build a solid business mix.
A few general suggestions for developing and recruiting new downtown businesses:
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Focus on recruiting entrepreneurs, rather than businesses. Many, if not most, successful downtown businesses
are not recruited; they are cultivated. And many of the most successful downtown businesses are driven by
owners with strong entrepreneurial vision. Rather than looking primarily for businesses that already exist
(somewhere) and encouraging them to open a new location in downtown Bradenton, or to relocate there, we
recommend looking for talented entrepreneurs – including existing area business owners – with solid business
concepts, then helping them gather the resources needed to launch their businesses.
Pay attention to business placement. A few general rules of thumb about business placement to keep in mind
when helping recommend locations for prospective businesses:
•

In general, it is best to place convenience-oriented businesses (e.g., florists, gift shops, convenience stores)
near major activity hubs, such as transit stops or major employment centers.

•

Comparison businesses are those that sell products for which shoppers generally like to visit several stores
and compare brands, styles, and prices before making a purchase. Apparel stores are the most typical type of
comparison businesses; restaurants and furniture/home furnishings stores also sometimes function as
comparison businesses. Comparison businesses are almost always more successful when placed in close
proximity to one another.

•

Spacing destination businesses (or small clusters of businesses that, together, function as destinations)
throughout a district helps draw customers through the district, providing visibility and exposure for the
businesses between the destinations.

•

With very rare exceptions, retail businesses must have street exposure in order to succeed.

•

Different types of businesses have different space configuration and location needs. Some of the factors to
consider include parking requirements (number of spaces; turnover time), size requirements, space
configuration/access requirements, proximity to compatible businesses, and noise generation.

Offer capital support for high-priority, undercapitalized businesses: One of Bradenton’s strategic advantages is
the substantial private-sector wealth within the region – and one of its greatest opportunities is therefore to tap
into this wealth to support high-priority community development goals for which normal municipal revenue
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streams are inadequate. This is particularly important for leveling the playing field for young entrepreneurs who
might not have adequate savings to launch a business but whose ideas and knowledge of omnichannel sales and
emerging market trends are vital to creating a vibrant mix of businesses. We believe that these capitalization
tools might be particularly useful for downtown Bradenton:
§

Crowdfunding: Through crowdfunding, members of the public can invest directly in businesses they wish to
support. The federal JOBS Act (Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act), signed into law in April 2012, eased
many of the restrictions that previously made it difficult or impossible for small, locally owned businesses to
attract equity from individuals. Small businesses can now raise up to $1 million annually from local investors
(less, if the business chooses not to provide audited or reviewed financial statements). Investors can invest up
to $100,000 per year, depending on their annual incomes and net worth.
According to JOBS Act regulations, crowdfunding offers can be made through registered broker-dealers and
through funding portals, a relatively new type of federally regulated entity. But, even before the ink has dried
on the final regulations, thousands of businesses have listed their offerings with funding portals like
EquityNet.com, LocalStake.com, and TheSMBX.com. Retail businesses and restaurants that are currently
seeking investors via TheSMBX.com, for example, include Bernal Cutlery, a full-service knife shop; Quesadilla
Gorilla, a restaurant; and craft brewer Culmination Brewing Company.
Crowdfunding is being used not only to help capitalize new businesses but also to raise money for building
rehabilitation projects. FundRise, a Washington, DC-based crowdfunded real estate developer, sells equity
shares in neighborhood commercial buildings for as little as $100 per share. Launched two years before the
SEC issued its regulations for Title III of the JOBS Act, FundRise uses a relatively obscure SEC regulation,
Regulation A, to raise up to $5 million annually from neighborhood residents to support the rehabilitation of
vacant commercial buildings for uses the neighborhood supports. FundRise’s first project involved
rehabilitating a historic commercial building for use as a specialty grocery store. The project has a projected
annual return on investment of 8.4 percent over the 10-year lease term. FundRise was able to offer a belowmarket rental rate for the food store by offering to accept 30 percent of the food store’s profits as additional
rent4.

4

For more information on both perk-based and regulation crowdfunding, see Amy Cortese, Locavesting: The Revolution in Local
Investing and How to Profit From It, by Amy Cortese (Wiley, 2011).
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§

Private investment groups: It is relatively common for private investors to pool some of their investment
capital to launch new businesses. Many restaurants, in particular, are owned by private investment groups,
often in partnership with an executive chef or experienced restaurateur. But, in a growing number of
communities, private investors are launching downtown businesses not only as investments but also to
create the types of businesses the district needs. In Flint, Michigan, for example, a group of six affluent
residents created a limited liability company – the Uptown Six – to develop several downtown restaurants
and apartments.

§

Community-owned stores: Several dozen US communities have created community-owned downtown
grocery stores or department stores, either to provide needed goods and services or to keep big-box stores
or national chains at bay, or both. Powell, Wyoming was among the first to do so, launching the Powell
Mercantile in 2001 by selling $500 shares to more than 800 community residents. The store began paying
dividends to its investors after just a few years of operation. Other communities that have launched
community-owned downtown department stores or grocery stores include Davis, California; Saranac Lake,
New York; Bonaparte, Iowa; and Port Townsend, Washington. Community-owned stores might be organized
as cooperatives or as community-owned corporations5.

§

A forgivable loan program: In the past several years, several downtown development organizations have
used forgivable loan programs to help attract priority businesses. In downtown Waterville, Maine, for
example, businesses can borrow up to $50,000 for leasehold improvements, fixtures, inventory, or several
other uses. Borrowers pay interest only for five years and, assuming they continue to meet program criteria,
the principal is forgiven at the end of that period. While the program is available to any new business or to
any existing downtown business seeking to expand, it gives priority to businesses identified as high-priority
businesses by the district’s business development plan. Waterville’s forgivable loan program is capitalized by
tax increment finance revenues, but a program in Bradenton could be capitalized using other funding sources,
also. Waterville’s forgivable loan program also charged an application fee equal to one percent of the amount
borrowed that helped cover the program’s operating costs. Other downtown districts with forgivable loan
programs have included other requirements, such as requiring that businesses be open a minimum number of

5

For more information on community-owned stores, see “Community-owned Businesses: How Communities Become
Entrepreneurs”, by Josh Bloom, in the March/April 2010 issue of Main Street News, and “How to Launch a Community-Owned
Store”, by Stacy Mitchell, director of the Institute for Local Self Reliance’s Independent Business Alliance.
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hours each week, be open during certain evening hours, or locate on certain blocks or in high-visibility
locations.
§

A deferred loan repayment program: High start-up costs can be a deterrent to development of certain types
of businesses. This is a particular problem for restaurants, for whom the costs of equipment and furnishings
can be daunting and for whom it takes some time to build a steady client base. Deferring loan repayment for
a year or two for well-qualified business start-ups can help alleviate financial pressure during the critical
start-up period. In Winston-Salem, North Carolina, for example, the city worked with several local banks to
put together a deferred loan repayment program to attract eight new restaurants to a largely vacant block on
the periphery of the downtown district. The city approached established, experienced restaurateurs and
asked them to consider opening a new restaurant on the targeted block. Restaurateurs could borrow up to 70
percent of their costs; the city then used $1.6 million in Community Development Block Grants to defer loan
repayment for the eight restaurants for two years.

Constantly search for entrepreneurs and for new business ideas: Some communities have found qualified
entrepreneurs by periodically issuing a request for proposals within the region, circulated through both news
media and also through municipal notices, private clubs, schools, and other venues. Some conduct periodic
business plan competitions. Some identify entrepreneurs through pop-up programs that offer free rent for a few
months for creative business concepts. Some organize Shark Tank-like competitions.
Create a written business development plan: We recommend that downtown Bradenton’s revitalization partners
(Realize Bradenton, the Manatee Chamber of Commerce, the City of Bradenton, and many other public- and
private-sector partners) put together a brief written summary of their business development plan for the district.
The plan need not contain anything more than a description of the types of businesses desired, a list of the tools
and incentives available to support and cultivate business development; and a map of the district highlighting the
major nodes in which different business clusters might ideally develop and citing available properties. It is
important that this plan be shared with all property owners, property managers, and realtors involved with
property leasing and development in downtown Bradenton so that they understand the district’s overall leasing
priorities and can, to the extent possible, support the strategy with their individual leasing decisions.
Have patience! Encouraging an independently owned business to open an additional location, or encouraging an
entrepreneur to launch a new business, is almost always a “one-off” process that involves simultaneously
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cultivating potential entrepreneurs, keeping a current inventory of available spaces and pending vacancies, and
maintaining ongoing communication with property owners, realtors and others likely to be involved in the leasing
process. It takes time.
The best new business candidate might be an existing business. The best candidate for launching a new business
downtown – particularly a retail business or restaurant – is sometimes a business already operating successfully
in that district or in a nearby district. The business owner is familiar with the district and its customers. Lenders,
investors, and realtors are familiar with the business and its track record. And having an additional outlet within
the district can provide some economies of scale for the business, making it possible to share storage space, for
example, and to shuffle staff between locations when one location is busier than another.
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NEXT STEPS
Transforming the economy of a historic commercial district like downtown Bradenton’s requires diligence,
creativity, and coordination of many groups working together collaboratively. A few suggestions for
implementing the recommendations in this report:
§

Break large tasks into small steps: Large tasks often seem impossible until they are broken down into small,
discreet steps that can be easily implemented by an individual, organization, or agency in a relatively short
period of time.

§

Divide and conquer: It would be impossible for any one entity to singlehandedly undertake all the tasks that
need to take place to strengthen downtown Bradenton’s commercial nodes. Just as there are literally
hundreds of small actions that have contributed to physical and economic deterioration and dysfunction in
downtown Bradenton over the past several decades, strengthening the overall district’s economy and
improving its infrastructure to effectively encourage and facilitate commercial activity will require literally
hundreds of small actions by scores of partners.

§

Coordinate: In order to effectively implement hundreds of activities being done by dozens or even hundreds
of different agencies, organizations, constituencies, businesses, property owners, and individuals, it is critical
that there be a solid system in place for coordinating the many activities that need to happen.

§

Leverage resources: Every agency, organization, constituency, and individual interested and involved in
downtown Bradenton’s commercial development has particular skills, resources, and vantage points that are
essential to the revitalization process. When breaking the major objectives contained in this report into
smaller action steps, give careful thought to which entities might already have the skills and resources needed
for each particular action step. In this way, the downtown business development initiative can leverage
existing knowledge, financial, and skill resources as fully as possible.

§

Concentrate activity in high-priority nodes: Business development activity throughout Bradenton is
beneficial – but the overall area will benefit most from transformation of the high-priority nodes along 13th
Street, Old Main, and connectors between the downtown core and Village of the Arts and Old Manatee.
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Concentrate activity here (property improvements, business development incentives, pop-ups, upper-floor
housing development, etc.); when these nodes are thriving, they will catalyze development along the
stretches between the nodes.
§

Monitor changes: Over the next 3-5 years, carefully monitor changes in the numbers of businesses opening
and closing, the numbers of people who attend special events and festivals, and new investment in physical
improvements throughout the downtown core, Village of the Arts, and Old Manatee.

§

Spread the word broadly: It is particularly important that all businesses and property owners in downtown
Bradenton be kept up to speed on what's happening and that no business or property owner feel left out. As
with so many aspects of commercial district revitalization, there is no one single tool that will reach all
business and property owners. Use a variety of tools, including e-mail distribution lists, announcements in
community bulletins, announcements at public meetings, websites, postcards, and personal contact.

§

Take a leap of faith: In our 30-plus years of working with communities throughout the United States and
around the world on commercial district revitalization and development, we have consistently found that the
single biggest obstacle to revitalization is skepticism. When people believe that revitalization will succeed, it
almost always does.
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§
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§

US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Businesses, 2017

§

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2018

§

Numerous datasets from ESRI

§

Numerous brochures, maps, and other collateral material from Realize Bradenton, the City, and the Manatee
Chamber of Commerce
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APPENDIX: SALES VOID ANALYSES
City of Bradenton
NAICS
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
722

Store category
Motor vehicle + parts dealers
Furniture + home furnishings stores
Electronics + appliance stores
Building materials, garden equip., supply stores
Food + beverage stores
Health + personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing + clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book, music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers7
Nonstore retailers8
Food services + drinking places
TOTALS

Supply6
74,448,000
14,355,000
5,099,000
31,014,000
102,736,000
101,005,000
50,015,000
14,335,000
10,216,000
75,771,000
68,165,000
2,103,000
64,945,000
614,207,000

Demand
136,029,000
22,968,000
18,219,000
42,679,000
113,798,000
43,549,000
66,023,000
31,605,000
15,422,000
104,270,000
25,973,000
16,799,000
67,667,000
705,001,000

Void
(61,581,000)
(8,613,000)
(13,120,000)
(11,665,000)
(11,062,000)
57,456,000
(16,008,000)
(17,270,000)
(5,206,000)
(28,499,000)
42,192,000
(14,696,000)
(2,722,000)
(90,794,000)

Table 6: Retail sales void analysis for the City of Bradenton (source: ESRI)

6

ESRI derives its estimates of actual sales (the “supply” column in the following tables) from the US Census Bureau’s Census of Retail
Trade (for retail employers with payrolls) and Non-Employer Statistics (for smaller retail establishments without payrolls); Monthly
Retail Trade data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics; Dun & Bradstreet; and, in some instances, from state sale and use tax
revenue reports. It derives its estimates of sales demand (the “demand” column) from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer
Expenditure Survey and the US Census Bureau’s Census of Population and American Community Survey. For the Consumer Expenditure
Survey, the Bureau of Labor Statistics surveys thousands of US households annually, recording data on all household purchases and
categorizing them by household demographic characteristics.

7

“Miscellaneous store retailers” includes retail stores that do not fall into any of the other major store categories, such as office
supply stores, gift stores, florists, used merchandise stores, and pet supply stores.

8

“Nonstore retailers” includes retail businesses that operate outside a retail space per se, such as door-to-door sales businesses,
food carts, online retailers, and home heating oil dealers.
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Manatee County
NAICS
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
722

Store category
Motor vehicle + parts dealers
Furniture + home furnishings stores
Electronics + appliance stores
Building materials, garden equip., supply stores
Food + beverage stores
Health + personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing + clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book, music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Nonstore retailers
Food services + drinking places
TOTALS

Supply
959,151,000
230,939,000
99,904,000
265,933,000
858,900,000
354,818,000
289,453,000
211,311,000
82,754,000
743,611,000
400,036,000
15,760,000
488,193,000
5,000,763,000

Demand
1,084,445,000
183,450,000
143,298,000
356,698,000
877,577,000
343,359,000
513,364,000
246,848,000
121,475,000
812,077,000
205,370,000
131,998,000
530,163,000
5,550,122,000

Void
(125,294,000)
47,489,000
(43,394,000)
(90,765,000)
(18,677,000)
11,459,000
(223,911,000)
(35,537,000)
(38,721,000)
(68,466,000)
194,666,000
(116,238,000)
(41,970,000)
(549,359,000)

Table 7: Retail sales void analysis for Manatee County (source: ESRI)
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¼-Mile radius from the new downtown parking garage
NAICS
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
722

Store category
Motor vehicle + parts dealers
Furniture + home furnishings stores
Electronics + appliance stores
Building materials, garden equip., supply stores
Food + beverage stores
Health + personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing + clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book, music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Nonstore retailers
Food services + drinking places
TOTALS

Supply
9,126,000
0
650,000
3,758,000
734,000
8,865,000
0
741,000
0
0
9,172,000
0
6,828,000
39,874,000

Demand
1,261,000
216,000
173,000
384,000
1,116,000
431,000
624,000
301,000
146,000
1,000,000
250,000
164,000
646,000
6,712,000

Void
7,865,000
(216,000)
477,000
3,374,000
(382,000)
8,434,000
(624,000)
440,000
(146,000)
(1,000,000)
8,922,000
(164,000)
6,182,000
33,162,000

Table 8: Retail sales void analysis for the area within a one-quarter mile radius of the new downtown parking garage in downtown
Bradenton (source: ESRI)
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½-Mile radius from the new downtown parking garage
NAICS
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
722

Store category
Motor vehicle + parts dealers
Furniture + home furnishings stores
Electronics + appliance stores
Building materials, garden equip., supply stores
Food + beverage stores
Health + personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing + clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book, music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Nonstore retailers
Food services + drinking places
TOTALS

Supply
13,279,000
0
813,000
6,797,000
1,927,000
22,003,000
2,051,000
2,157,000
413,000
0
18,193,000
513,000
9,745,000
77,891,000

Demand
6,089,000
1,035,000
840,000
1,800,000
5,450,000
2,069,000
3,049,000
1,469,000
710,000
4,877,000
1,208,000
790,000
3,143,000
32,529,000

Void
7,190,000
(1,035,000)
(27,000)
4,997,000
(3,523,000)
19,934,000
(998,000)
688,000
(297,000)
(4,877,000)
16,985,000
(277,000)
6,602,000
45,362,000

Table 9: Retail sales void analysis for the area within a one-half mile radius of the parking garage in downtown Bradenton (source:
ESRI)
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GENERAL LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMER
Retail market analyses, their components (such as retail sales void analyses), and derivative business development
plans provide important guidance on how a commercial center should, theoretically, be able to perform and on
the sales levels businesses should be able to achieve. However, a number of factors affect the actual
performance of retail businesses and commercial centers, including the skills of the business operator, level of
business capitalization, the quality of the physical environment, changes in overall economic conditions, the
effectiveness of business and district marketing programs, and many other factors. The information in this report
is intended to provide a foundation of information for making business development decisions in downtown
Bradenton, but it does not, and cannot, ensure retail success. Accordingly, the CLUE Group makes no warranty or
representation that any of the potential results contained in this study will actually be achieved.
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